Thank you for viewing our new TugZilla 26 and for your interest in
another of our fine vessels.
Devlin Designing Boatbuilders is in the business of designing and
building boats for discriminating boaters who are looking for
something different than what the typical mass-production market
can produce. For the past 42 plus years we have designed and built
more than 400 boats from 7ft. to 65ft. in length, each of them
tailored to her owner’s needs and desires. Using Wood/Epoxy Construction we build
Strong, and Beautiful Boats. We are offering a one time special on this low hour

TugZilla 26 for $219,690 dollars. A savings of more than $70,200 dollars from
a new vessel price. Engine hours are under 30 hrs. and her condition is
excellent.

Our latest launching! The TugZilla 26
Devlin Designing Boatbuilders Inc. www.devlinboat.com
2424 Gravelly Beach Loop N.W. Olympia, Washington, 98502 (360) 866-0164

TugZilla 26

TugZilla 26, a 8 knot (top speed), 6.5 knot cruiser with a Single 110 hp.
Yanmar inboard, keel drive.

Devlin Designing Boatbuilders, Inc.
2424 Gravelly Beach Loop N.W. * Olympia Washington 98502 * (360) 866-0164

2019 “TugZilla 26”
Length

~

8.om

Beam

~

3.0m

Draft

~

1.1m

Disp.

~

4808kg

Includes: TugZilla 26 in Awlgrip Green topsides color, British standard 1088 Marine Plywood, Epoxy
Composite construction, Awlgrip Urethane paint, Mahogany trim, safety glass windows, (2) group 8D
deep cycle battery’s (house side), and Deluxe Blue Seas D.C. panel, Blue Seas AC panel, Hydraulic
steering, Mechanical engine controls, Ritchie compass, 12volt LED Running lights, stainless steel
hardware, 100 gallons fuel in two tanks, 30 gallon fresh water tank, 6 gallon Hot water heater, Name
lettered on the stern, 4” foam Cabin Cushions, 6 LED cabin lights, custom helm seat in Pilothouse,
Stainless Steel custom bow pulpit, (2) brz. Deadlights (pilothouse sides), Muir electric anchor winch,
Sidepower bow-thruster, 20kg Bruce/type anchor, 30ft. of chain, 150’ of ½” rode, Simrad
12”/depth/radar with Bluetooth push out to Ipad or other devices, AIS VHF radio, and second VHF for
guard channel and boat to boat coms, 1500lb crane electric on stern, swings inboard and outboard,
Dry stack exhaust, custom tow bitts forward and aft, rubber matts for working decks, Towing and
running lights, air horn, hailer/fog/deck horn, wipers on windows, diesel forced air furnace and redot type heating system. Custom fenders and hand woven bow puddin.
Special Price (one only): Including Yanmar 110 hp. Single diesel inboard engine ……….…$219,690.
Options:
Galvanized 13,000 lb. triple axle Trailer with tongue jack,
$15,695
bearing protectors, and spare tire and bracket
Our building time is approximately 10 months long, depending on the time of the year and our
backlog workload. Terms are 20% down to initiate construction agreement, 20% on turning
the boat right-side up, 20% at the conclusion of the decking and 20% at the commencing of
painting of the boat. The final 20% payment is due upon launch and commissioning of the vessel,
and each boat will not be delivered in final to the owner until at least 10 running hours have
been logged. All boats are delivered F.O.B. Olympia, WA and shipping is the purchaser’s
obligation and responsibility. If you like, we can make recommendations as to how the boat
might ship best, but we take no responsibility as to the arrangement. During commissioning time,
owner will be trained to operate the boat and will be acquainted with the boats’ systems.
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*

Stitch and Glue Construction
Thank you for your interest in our boats, we have been in the business of designing and building custom
boats since 1977 and for these 42 plus years we have designed and built more than 400 vessels of sizes from 8 feet
(2.4 meters) long to 65 feet (19.8 meters) in length. All of the boats have been built with the construction method
“Stitch and Glue” and I have been a pioneer, author, and staunch advocate of this building method for all of those
years.
Stitch and Glue when properly used for Boat construction yields a strong, relatively lightweight structure
that has at least the same or in most examples even greater strength than conventional fiberglass construction. The
boat built with the Stitch and Glue method has maintenance similar to that of a painted Fiberglass boat and has many
additional advantages to other building methods. With the Stitch and Glue method the entire vessels structure is true
Monocoque in type, with all the components of the boat contributing to the overall strength and stiffness of the
structure. The Stitch and Glue boat doesn’t sweat or draw moisture like other methods of boat construction have a
tendency to do, the hulls are quieter, all areas of the boat are accessible and if there is maintenance necessary, it is
easy to gain access to the hull skin itself and repairs can be done simply and quickly with a very basic kit of tools and
materials. Stitch and Glue construction has no potential for the Dreaded nemesis of conventional Fiberglass
construction “Gel coat Blisters” as we use High Grade Marine Epoxy Resins for all lay-up, sheathing and sealing of
the structure (the very same Epoxies that you may have had applied to your pox ridden Fiberglass Boats in the past).
By using only the very finest of materials in all aspects of the Boats construction we can indeed offer to you an
absolutely “Unique and Beautiful” vessel.
Years ago when we were first starting our boatbuilding career the choice to use the Stitch and Glue method
was a simple and easy one to make. The first advantage is that it allows a relatively small boatyard to build an amazing
variety of boats with many different looks and purposes, all built without complicated and expensive tooling and
molds. The Second advantage is that when as a builder you are not spending thousands of dollars in tooling and molds
it allows both the designer and the builder to evolve and refine a particular design without the normal restriction of
economics of efficiency. To put this in other words one of our design and build projects was the Sockeye 45 (Trawler)
vessel the “Edwin S. Dawson”. This vessel was designed and built for its owner as a full custom design and build.
There were no expensive molds or tooling to build, just some design work to expand and refine a previous slightly
smaller design to fit this customer whom is 6’6” tall. We were able to respond to his very individual needs directly
and the result was a vessel that is custom tailored, or fit to him versus buying an off-the-rack type Production boat
from the normal Fiberglass market. The concept of having a boat built to your specifications and needs is rather rare
in these days of mass-production and we embrace our differences and uniqueness openly and with great enthusiasm.
You have a choice working with Devlin Designing Boatbuilders of having an absolute unique one of a kind
vessel designed and built for you, or we can take one of our existing and proven designs and modify it to suit your
own needs and desires. It’s a long and laborious process building a boat this way and it takes a group of very dedicated
craftsman to accomplish it. For 40 years that has been our Business, our Passion, and our Living!
Give me a call or stop by the shop, I always like to talk boats and look forward to
working with you to translate your boating dreams into a Unique Reality!.….
Regards Sam Devlin (360) 866-0164

